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,C hancellor Calls For More Competitive Salaries
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news editor
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"We are in a bit of a catch 22 situation," Barnet said. " Our lack of a
comprehensive array of Ph.D. programs I'S also responsl'ble to some
extent fo r th e exo d us 0 f some 0 f our
outstanding scholars.
"We cannot keep and attract the
scholars and educators we want
without higher salaries and we cannot build new programs without
the scholars."
Barnett continued, "As the number of our academic programs grow,
and as the quality of existing programs improve, competition and
necessity will dictate the need for
improved salaries competitive with
those of other major universities."
James McGill, vice president of
Administrative Affairs, said an
overall salary increase of 6.5 percent was included in the budget

Faculty retention was the unofficial theme of the meeting of University of Missouri chancellors and
,general officers held on campus
. ' ,'>ctober 23.
The meeting was a budget hearing
for fiscal year 1988 which will begin
. iuly 1. Each campus in the University of Missouri system will host a
.
. similar hearing.

~

Chancellor Marguerite' Ross Barett said, "The first priority for the
Jniversity of Missouri-St. Louis has
to be to assure competitive salaries
so we can retain our present
outstanding faculty and attract
. '-additional talented scholars."
According to Barnett, in the past
three years UMSL faculty members
have left UMSL to teach at other

J._-Marguerite Ross Barnett
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Five days before the November
4 election, the Democratic candid ate for {(So Senate, Harriett
Woods , was on campus .
Woods discussed her PO.lit ica l
car e er with an American pOlitics
class Wednesday morning.

.I

" 1 began at a local level. I was
worried about traffic problems on
my street," she said.
Her concern about traffic problems led her to involvement in
other
problem
areas
of
liniversity City.
Woods pointed out she was the
first woman in Missouri to be
elected to a state-wide office. Sh e
added that, as the-fh-s t,:-she had
opened the door for women in
other races.
Gender, she pointed out, should
not be an important fact o r in any
political race, " Anyone can run for

bY Steven L Braw ley

~

The Physical Facilities and
Gener al Services Committee is
investigating the possibility of prohibiting the sale of tobacco on
campus.
" According to Rob Dawes, committee chairman, opinions on the proposal will be sought out.
"We are going to ask tbe faculty
. "council, staff association, student
association and possibly conduct a
student survey," Dawes said.
The proposal resulted after a dis.cussion concerning tlie enforcement of the university's present
smoking policy.
The present policy states that
smoking is not permitted in
-classrooms,
lecture
halls,
auditoriums, gymnasiums, teaching laboratories, vocational shops
and officially deSignated nonrmoking areas.
However, smoking is allowed in
classrooms for informal meetings
consisting of less than 12, if the

she said.
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Id be equal to th average
J wou
e
of Big Eight and Big Ten schools
by 1988.
Magrath admitted the university
has fallen short and it will be
necessary to set a new date for
achieving this goal.
This will continue to be a difficult
·
b ecause th e B'Ig
goa I t 0 ac h leve,
Eight and Big Ten schools will con-

hO;::::'tal revenue for the university was on target according to the
long-range plan. Barton said the
reason goals were not aChieved was
that non-state funding was down.
Student enrollment was on track
as were student fees, but some
spending was over.
" p rOJec
. t e d improvement costs
were estimated at $600,000, the
university spent $10 million. In
financial aid it was estimated the
university would spend $250,000 ,
but . $2.3 million was spent,"
Barton said.

st~t~)e t~~e~e~od ~~~:;:!~~~e S~ ~~~
state benefits, and as an investment
in the state's future."
" Case study data is available
about the pay back for investment in
agriculture. We don't have data to
prove investment in intellectual
advancement will have as large a
return," Barton concluded.
Magrath said funding needs
"can' t go on the backs of the
students in higher fees. " An
increase in tuition of5.5 percent has
already
curators. been set by the board of

managing editor
Part Two In A Series

any office, and should run on
merit. "
About Federal funding for abortions, Woods said, " Federal funding for abortions does not mean
actively
supporting
abortion
clinics. If a poor woman has only

Medicaid for insurance, and she
needs an abortion how can you
deny her to exercise her use of
ins urance?"
A s tudent questioned Woods
about SOl, arm s control and trusting the Russians.
Woods said sh e di d no t t hink
anyo ne in the country trusts t he
Sov iets.
"Iwould nev e r support any arms
co ntrol th at was not verifiable , it
sh oul d be writt en into th e tr eaty.
" I ha ve supported a limite d
am o unt of res e arch on SD I. W he ~e
is the money goin g to com e fr om ?
Proje cted cos t is one trillion
dollar s, our budget is that
mu ch. "
A final que s ti on was about s ex
e ducation in publi c schools.

Harriett Woods
Woods said she thought there
should be a program to give
s t udents basic inform ation abou t
themsel ves, and allow them to
Lesist peer pressur e t hat doesn't
match their morals.
" Any (s ex education) progr am
sh ould hav e famil y involvem ent.
Family s hould decide with the
school about the prog r am and
degree of information."

Campus Tobacco Ban Considered
editor

~~~u~Jic:i~n~~\~:/~~~~c~~~~d~'~

" I n some wavs we ' re b oxed m.
.. The
.
state has earmarked funds , they
target where the funds are to be
spent. This isn't unusual with the
nation-wide increase in accountability," Barton said.
T eh 'Increase m
' discretIOnary
"
funds from the state has been very
modest according to Barton.

by Craig A. Martin

••

r

easily replaced . "With the projected
faculty shortage of the 1990's, our

tl'nue to I'ncrease the salarl'es of
th . f
It
elr acu y.
Barton gave the details for
changes in the long-range plan of
the university. he said the university as a whole has made major steps
. th e pas t year an d h as a ttame
· d
m
several goals. Barton added there
were goals that were not met,

Touhill Protects Curriculum

Visits
Campus
r

'1by
Patricia M. Carr
news editor

request of. almost $262 million for
the new fIscal year.
'
. .
Jay ~arton,. vice ?re,~ldent f~r '
Academic Affairs , said, We don t
want"average faculty, we want the
oeBst.
tt.
I
d th t
arne IS a so concerne
a
lost faculty members will not be

group agrees smoking should be
allowed.
Bob Sch m alfeld, director of the
liniver s ity Center, said he does not
believe the campus needs anothe r
general smok ing policy.
" We need to enforce the one we
have," Schmalfeld said.
Dawes said he will approach the
Senate to find ways to enforce the
present policy.
The committee will also inves tigate
designating
no-smoking
are as in the var ious lounges on
campus.
Student As so ciation President
Ken Mey er will be examining the
various lounges on campus.
"Ken is going to m a ke suggestions
on which ones could be smoking and
non-smoking," Dawes said.
Presently, tobacco products are
sold in vending machines around
campus and in the University
Center.
Schmalfeld
suggested
that
faculty and staff in each building
could decide on whether or not they
wanted to have the vending

POLlCY:
University
Center
Director Bob Schmalfeld said
the campus should enforce its
present smoking policy, not
enforce a new one.
machines removed.
" Let it be decided on a unit- byunit basis," he said.
ByitsnextmeetingonNov.17 , the
committee will also investigate the
fesability of the campus using hang
tag parking stickers and will look at
the number of handicapped parking
spaces on campus .

Blanche Touhill enjoys her
work .
"I think working in a university is
wonderful," said Blanche Touhill,
interim
vice
chancellor
for
academic affairs. " This is one of the
most responsible positions I have
ever had and one of the most
exciting. "
Touhill's temporary office is one
of the busiest in the univers ity. The
responsibilities include working
with the chancellor and the deans of
eight schools and co lleges. Also
within her umb r e lla are 58
graduate, undergraduate and professional academic programs in 26
departm ents, a lO O,OOO-w att radi o
station . s ever al imp ortant res e ar ch
centers, the libr ary. com put er centel', res earch grants a dmini tration,
affirmative ac tion. an d fa culty personnel m atte rs.
" The im portant thing in m y job is
the protection of the curricu lum. My
role is a liason and a lead er," she
said.
Touhill has strong feeli ngs abo ut
her role as an interim .
"1 came into this office in 1974 .
rYe worked for 12 years doing what I
am doing right now. We are continuing what has been done in the past,
and what the future vice chancellor
for academic affairs will do ," she
said.
" Of course, others will stress
other things than I do. but that just
depends on personal priorities and
personalities," Touhill said.
"If you're asking me ifrm holding
back, no rm not . Definitely not. "
Touhill explained that a search
committee
has already
been
appointed to choose the next vice
chancellor for academic affairs.

Blanche Touhill

... In The

Interilll
"I would imagi ne th ey wo uld meet
s ometime
du r ing
th e
86-87
academ i c ye ar," she s a id.
Wi ll Touh ill be a c andidate for t he
positi on she h ol ds as an interim?
" I will probab ly apply,' she said,
"1 like this job."
Currently Touhill is wor ki ng on
sever a l on- go ing programs .
"Were working on the Bridge P rogram with the ci t y," Touhill said .
The
Bridge
Program
wa s
designed as part of chan c ellor
Marguerite
Ross
Barnett' s
Partnerships for Progress plan It
will enable city high s cho ol s tudents
to visit UMSL and learn about the
university and ab o ut attending
college in general.
" We are also working on the
cooperative program with UMKa nsas City. That program would
enable students here
enroll in
their law and dental schools, while
UMKC s tudents could enroll in

,0

UMSL's
optometry
program,"
Tou hill said.
Also in the works are future plans
for the uni ve rsity.
" We're working to get the MS
degree ·n ~ero n tol ogy .in place. AH
we need is appro val from the CBHE,
and we can begin the program
imm ed ia tley, " she said.
"We re also excited about the
possibility of establishing a PhD in
Biology, The pr ogram is now awaiting formal re view from graduate
deans in the state. Its a long process,
but it would be nice to unveil the new
P hD program at the dedication of
the new sci enc e complex, " she
said.
In summation, Tou hill was clear
on what she sees as vital to the
university's future .
"What we do, we do ve ry well. We
need to expand horiz ontally without
compromising on our current programs. The chancellor has already
said that she will not re-allocat~
funds. So now we have to go to the
state and get new money for our
growth," Touhill said.
"We
must
refu s e
to
compromise. "

UM Tenure Policy Being Reviewed
by Jason Kinsley
associate news editor

The proposed
changes
in
academic tenure regulations were
discussed at the Senate meeting on
Tuesday.
The Board of Curators has as ked
li M President C. Peter Magrath to
initiate regulation changes in re-

sponse to certain procedural difficulitie s in the current policies.
Jay Barton, liniv ersity of Miss ouri vice pr esident of academic
affa irs said the problems of the
curr ent pol icy be came apparent in
the re v iew of two cases this year.
Cha r l es Korr, senate chairman,
sai d he fe lt there were two things
which needed to be a ddressed by

the
Senate
regarding
the
proposed changes.
Included is the procedure for the
termination of a tenured faculty
member. Currently, the president
is the only one who can terminate a
tenured faculty member.
Barton, said ," It is not surprising
See TENURE Page 3

••

Campm Police DiJjcms Parking Problems With Senate Student Affairs
1
by Craig A. Martin
managing editor
• The Senate Student Affairs Committee met Monday, officially
recognizing four new student
organizations and hearing from the
, €ampus . Police
on
parking
problems .
Student organizations recognized
were: The Fellowship of Christian
Athletes, The African! American
1eadership Council, Lambda Psi

Omega Sorority and the Special
Council for Exceptional Children.
A fifth group applying for recognition from the university was the
Graduate and Professional Students
Association. Voting on recognition
of the group was tabled by the committee, pending attendance of the
next Senate Student Affairs Committee meeting by the organizers of
the GPSA.
In other business, the committee
heard from UMSL Police Chief

William Karabas on parking considerations on campus.
Kathy Grossheim, chairperson of
the committee, questioned Karabas
about handicapped parking.
" Would it be possible to get more
handicapped parking near Benton
and Stadler Halls?" she asked .
"That is one of the worst lots on
the campus as far as that type of
thing goes," Karabas said. "Parking
is so limited there, and there are so
many people who need to park there,

Ha u nted
"Haunted Odyssey: Ghostly
Tales of the Mississippi Valley,"
a book of ghost stories about the
St.Louis area by Jim Longo,
includes an account of a
poltergeist supposedly haunting
the Thomas Jefferson Library.

Page 4

,

that competition for spaces is
high.
"We simply do not have enough
parking at tbat end of the campus,"
he said.
Karabas also commented on
overall parking concerns and campus speed limits.
"The way we park here isjust Russian ROUlette. Especially on West
Drive where people are parked
directly
on
a
thoroughfare,"
Karabas said.

Foundation
The U MS L s w im team is preparing for a successful season
with the addition of nine new
swimmers to last years solid
nucleus of six. This year three
women will be competingon the
team as well.

Page 7

"This is one hell of a nightmare . I
really don't see why more people
aren't hurt here in traffic-related
accidents. Since I have been here,
there have been only two people hit
by cars," he said.
" The real problem is not the
drivers, but the pedestrians who
aren' t paying attention.
" One thing that helps in this area
is the 20 mph speed limit. The
theory is that a collision at20 mph is

a lot less serious than one at 40,"
Karabas said.
Questions were also raised about
enforcement of traffic violations
on campus.
"Our main concern is a lways the
safety of the people on campus. We
make no money fr om the tickets we
write for moving violations. They go
directly to Clayton," Karabas said.
See AFFAI RS Page 3

.,..

EDITORIALS
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Campus Culture Expands
A season of culture has come to the c ampus
this semester.
. As the university continues to participate in
such acti v ities as the St. Louis Arts Festival,
the campus fulfills its land grant mis s ion of
providing publi c services.
Many cultural events are taking place at the
university this academic year.
Twelve musical recitals will be h e ld to
highlight the 1986-87 season of the Chancellor's Series of " Premiere Perform a nces."
Six of these events will be held in the restored, acoustically perfect, Sheldon Conce r t
Hall. The hall was built be the Ethical Society
of St. Louis, whose records are held in the
campus archives.
Six of the series will be present on campu s
and four of these will be co-sponsored by
Dance St. Louis as part of its Moveable
Feast series.
Such events as this are respectable.
However, community support is needed to
maintain their existence.
Gathering community support is an on
going process at the university.
On Halloween, the campus will be producing a gala fundraiser to help show 8t. Louis
what the university has to offer.
The "Shadow Ball" will be held in the
rotunda of
Louis City Hall to raise funds fo r
the university's Optometric Center located on
Lindell Boulvard.
The black tie event will honor Chancellor

st.

Emeritus Arnold B. Grobman and will serve to
make the community more aware of such
university programs a s the School of
Optometry, which serves a four state region.
This is an unusual venture for a public
uni versity to partake in. However, it already
has showed signs of being worthwhile
investment.
The medical community of 8t. Louis, as well
as a large number of business and charitable
foundations, have taken an active role in contributing to the gala.
Univers ities always need additional funds .
Since the campus serves as a training ground
for professional occupations,
such as
optometry, and serves to enhance the quality
of life in 8t. Louis through such ventures as
"Premiere Performances," then fundraising
should be a major priority.
Chancellor
Barnett
has
identified
increased community support through community service and fund raising as two
priorities for the campus in the next five
years.
Keeping St. Louis interested in the university is the key . The university must build a
large following of ~es i dents who keep coming
back to campus and attending musical events ,
art
gallery
openings
and
theatrical
performances.
Programs s uch as ·'Premiere Performances" and the "Shadow Ball" should only serve
as a foundation on which the campus can
build.

LEa.·.'ERS TO THE EDITOR
Rush
Dear Editor:
There is a rising problem concerning fraternity members and
their rushing process.
Fraternities do not have a set day
that they have agreed on to give out
bids. Every year it seems bids are
given out earlier and earlier. This
not only hurts the fraternities on
campus who are trying to give a fair
rush, but also those students comming through rush.
It is often the case that men coming through rush are uncertain of
Greek life and do not fully understand the importance of rush
week.
They may go to one fraternity
house, have a good time there, and
accept a bid on that very night. This
can often result in a very unhappy
pledge.
He was not given the chance to
visit several fraternity houses during rush and therefore did not know
what he was missing.
The rushee also may go from one
fraternity house to another picking
up bids at each house. This is misleading to the fraternities who are
interested in pledging him.
They assume that when a rushee
accepts a bid, he will in turn become
a pledge member. The rushee may
not intend to pledge anywhere.
Fraternity rush may be simply a
good time for him. During rush, the
fraternity members should explain

to the rushee the importance of a
commitment to the fratrnitv he
pledges.
.
Ru s h is a good opportuity to meet
a lot of people. It is not just pledging
members that is important.
Several men come through rush
each semester and they should each
have a chan ce to t a lk to s ever al
fraternity members at various
houses.
When bids are given out early in
the week, this privledge is denied to
both the ru s hees and the fraternit y
members.

If a rushee is pl edged early in the
week, he will probably h ~ ve an
unclear idea of what a fraternity
rush really is. This will re s ult in a
weak pledge.
He will not appreci ate the true
meaning of the fraternity. A fraternity house is not just a place to
party. He will, in turn, be a poor
rusher when the next semester rush
comes around .
The
Interfraternity
Council
should set a date in which bids can
be given out to rushe~s. Instead of
offering bids at the beginning of the
week, it should be a rule that they
not be given out until the middle of
the week.
This would benefit all parties
involved. The fraternities could be
sure that their pl edges are happy
with their bid and full benefits of a
fraternity rush.
The rushees will also appreciate
their fraternity more when they
pledge. This is a factor that has been
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overlooked in the past and could be
very benefi c ial to the Gr eek system
if it was considered.
A fair rush is the most
imp ortant consideration.
Sincerely,
Scott Hartline

Divest
Dear Editor:
The purpose of this lett er is to
ar gue that in spite of what some of
the arti cles in our Current have suggested in rece nt months, the student
movement and all reasonable
people 's movements s upport a
heightened attention to stronger,
swifter attention and care to bringing the South African government to
its knees.
Th e movement to force Columbia
University to divest in April 1985, is
an instance which seems to support
th e purpose here.
After a heroic blockade of a
university bUilding, the Board of
Trustees voted in late September to
sell all of Columbia's stock in companies that do business in South
Africa.
Recently at the State University
of New York, which administers 60
colleges and universities, there was
a vote to divest from companies in
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South Africa The move was made
The Reagan Administration reshortly after stUdents served a two
cently cut off $33 million in aid to
week jail term for protesting such
Zimbabwe, in unison with the South
investment.
Africa's Pieter Botha AdminisAt the University of Kansas, the
tration's threat to cut links with any
appearance of Vice President
African nation which joins the sancGeorge Bush was protested, as the
tion call.
students called for sanctions
Perhaps it is not coincidental that
against South Africa, 5,000 strong.
the default rate on student loans has
Cornell University has been the
doubled, thanks to an unannounced
host recently of a "Rock Against
change in Reagan's education
Racism " dedicated to" all the right
department's calculation of this
wing fascists everywhere without
rate and the media's highlighting of
who s e povocations this concert
this " waste. "
would not have been necessary."
Of course, "sanctions" against
The South African government is
students, in terms of witholding
a right wing fascist one. Hunger,
income tax returns is a proposed
poverty and racism are its tools of
solution, especially for those in the
. trade.
fields of social science and
Nearly all governments have
minorities who have worse prosendorsed the boycott concept. The
pects for post graduate jobs.
South African government constanFinally, maybe the U.S . student
tly violates the independence and
movement is fed-up and well
sovereignty of Angola, Botswana,
acquainted
with
the
hunger,
Mozambique, Tanzania, Zimbabwe
poverty, racisim and war spawned
and Zambia with its murderous
by the Reagan Administration, both
. attacks.
here and in Southern Africa.
These attacks offer a serious
threat to world peace. The U.S.
Sincerely,
government has not adopted the
boy cott concept for South Africa but
E.E.W. Clay
it has adopted the concept for
Nicaragua, Libya, Cuba, Poland,
Angola and recently Zimbabwe.
Perhaps the student movement in
the U.S. stands with the 101 nationwide member non-alligned movement, representing two thirds of all
Dear Editor:
humanity, which recently held its
eighth summit meeting in Harare
Due to the fact I am a transfer stuZimbabwe, aiming at eliminating
dent, I realize that I must expect a
apartheid in South Africa and
few changes from school to school
peace.
I have recently acquired quite a
While the Reagan Administration
few parking tickets on campus for
stands with a quickly dwindling one
not having my parking sticker "perthird of humanity, hardening its
mantly affixed" to my car window
opposition to sanctions and divestI have been taping it to the inside
ment, and 10, even carrying out
of the rear window of my car, but
sanctions against the racists in
. apparently this is not sufficient.
Pretoria.

Parking

Faculty members who are interested in
writing guest editorials are invited to contribute to the editorial page on a weekly
basis.
Editorials, on specific current events
and issues, can be drawn from specific
fields of study in all academic fields.
Faculty should contact the editor of the

I went to the campus police, and
they told me ' those are the rules and
we dont make them, just enforce
~em.)

Well, I would like to know who
makes these rules and why the parking sticker has to be a big day glow
sign, when a smaller one less than
half the size would be just as f
sufficient.
If you look at any other campus
sticker you would find this is true.
Though I will not loose any sleep "'I
over this matter, I think that permantely affixing a neon sign which
can be seen clear across campus is a
little much.
I would like to see them cut down .~
to a little more reasonable size with
a little less intensity.
Sincerely, •
Richard Felter

Vote
Dear Editor:
We urge our fellow members of
the university community to vote
for Harriett Woods for the U. S.
Senate on Tuesday, November 4.
'"
As members of a university which
was threatened with expUlsion from
the University of Missouri system in
1984, we will always be grateful for
Mrs .
Wood's
immediate
and
instrumental support in defending
our school' s status.

Sincerely,
Kerry Donohue
Jean Cavender
Mary Morello
Bob Sutton

The Current welcomes all letters to the editor. The
writer's student number and phone number must be
included. Non-students also must sign their letters,
but only need to add their phone number. Letters
should be not more than two typed pages in
length.

FACULTY ED·I TORIALS
Current if interested in submitting an
essay. Editorials may be edited or
excluded due to space limitations.
Editorials should be submitted in writing
no later than 12:00 Noon Monday priorto
the date of publication.
Editorials must be signed and no
editorial will be published without giving
due credit to the author.

No unsigned letters will be published. Names
for published letters will be withheld upon request,
but letters with which the writer's name is published
will receive first preference.
Responsibility for letters to the editor belongs to
the individual writer. The Current is not responsible
for controversial material in the letters, but maintains
the rightto refuse publication of lettersjudged by the
editorial staff to be in poor taste. No letters with
libelous material will be published. Letters may be
edited for space limitations.
.

Safety Tips For Halloween Relationships

Darleen Yokley
offic.e manager
Peggy HarriS
ad construction ist director

The

NEW S
TOME

Halloween is, by far, one of my
favorite holidays.
But it never used to be. As a child I
never really looked forward to
Halloween as much as other kids
did. Sure, I liked all the candy, but I
wasn' t normal in that respect.
All of my friends used to save
their money till the end of the week
:Inn trek to the drul.!store and buy

candy. Not me. I used to save my
money and every other week I would
trek to the golden arches and get a
Big Mac.
Other kids' parents would bribe
them with sweets. " If you keep your
room clean, I'll buy you some
candy," they would say. Not my
folks . They would say, "If you keep
your room clean, we'll order a pizza
for dinner. "
My dad used to say it was just
because I was weird - which may
still be true. But I say it was because
even as a small child I had my
priorities straight. Seriously, man
cannot live by Now and Laters
alone.
Anyway, I digress . This column is
supposed to be about why I like
Halloween now, not about my
childhood DsvC'ho!:ps

The reason Halloween is neat is
because it is one of those times of
the year when it is not only accepted
to act childish, it is expected. The
only holiday which compares in that
respect is St. Patrick's day. It's a
rule that if you are Irish, wish you
were Irish, know an Irishman, can
spell 'Irish', have ever seen a Notre
Dame game or have ever heard of
the University of Missouri - Rolla
you have to get polluted on St:
Pat's.
No kidding, people really freak
out on All Hallow's Eve. Doctors,
lawyers,
students
and
even
newspaper people let their hair
down on Halloween and let the world
see what goes on in their head.
It is with this in mind that I offer
these
words of warning concerning
U ... l ' ......... _ ... _ _ _ _ ..... ___ _

Halloween Rules
1). Begin to investigate the matter
if your girlfriend wants to dress up

as a lady of the evening because she
won't have to buy new clothes.
2). If at a party, never spend too
much time with any girl whose costume includes a whip.
3). Never compliment someone
on their mask until you' re sure
that's what it is.
4). Never dress up as Nicaragua. '
(They're always getting invaded.)
5). Never wear anything on your
face you can't drink through.
6). Never wear anything edible,
7). And never, under any circumstances, dress up as a New York
Met. (The harassment will be terrible, and the lobotomy will be too
ovnon,,;'t1o \

I
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1. ~ Future Lake Sites
by Jason A. Kinsley .
associate news editor

t'

The two open meetings of the
Bugg Lake Committee -designed to
gather student opinion - failed to
attra ct student interest forcing the
o4o
.
'
committee to cancel the Thursday
meeting.
The second meeting held Friday
fa red
better,
featuring
two
speakers, Bob Sutton, an UMSL student and Normandy resident, and
Mary Vosevich, superintendant of
the grounds here at UMSL.
. • . Sutton said he represented the
Views of the neighboring communities. He said, "The lake is more
Important to (local) residents than
It IS ~o the students here. They fear
. :,. that If the university loses the lake it
Will turn this area from a suburban
setting into an urban environ."
Though unable to speak officially
, • for them, Sutton said he had spoken
to the Normandy School Board and
the Normandy City and Muncipal
Councils. All three organizations
were in support of a new Bugg Lake,
but were not ready to take an official
st and on the issue.

,t

~
,

To Be Determined

Tenure

from Page 1

there are problems because the proIn other business, M. Thomas
pose they offer $5 ,000 of the $5 ,800
cess is very complex,
the
Jones, interim asso ciate vice chanthey have in savings.
regulations are very formally writcellor for academic affair s, gave an
" We would want a considerable ' ten and the potential for error is
upd ate on the university'S budget
amount of influence on the lake, " . very high. "
request for 1987 -88 .
said LaCostelo. " We would want a
" It is our resp onsibility as facult y
Speaking on behalf of the Changuarantee of the permanence of the
to decide the criterion for the
lake and that there would be no
removal of tenure," said Korr. " We cellor, Jones said the Coordinating
name change in the new lake's
have two choices according to the Board for Higher Education has
targeted
future."
Board of Curators . We can devise an recommended
Vice Chancellor Sandy MacLean assessment program of our own, or investments areas for UMSL.
The investment areas are'
hav e one devised for us. That in my
agreed to meet with the Alumni
Association and ask for a matching opinion is intellectual and academic improved writing instruction, sec:
tions Project Compete and Advance
sum of whatever the Student suicide. "
, Association is able to allocate.
Korr said the faculty should have of the Pa r tnerships for Progress
input into the termination of tenure Program and an exp eriment in
John Mruzik, supervisor of biolvalue added ass e ssment.
as
well as the president.
ogy physical facility, suggested that
the committee try to work out a deal
with the park service to make site A
from page 1
a wildlife protection area This
------------------------------------would partially pay for the lakesite
someone different in this system.
"We are using a radar gun to stop
if it were at that location.
There should be one centralized
speeding, and last week we ticketed
co mmittee designed to hear these
a dri ver going over 50 mph on cam" It would be the only wildlife preappeals made up of staff, faculty and
serve in an urban area that I know pus," he said.
students,"
Karabas said.
"
All
I
want
is
that
people
be
safe,"
Of," said Mruzik.
Karabas said.
"
For
instance,
students appeal
The official Bugg Lake CommitKarabas also commented on the
parking
tickets
to
the
stud ent court.
tee recommendation for the new
appeals process used for parking
They
havent
even
met
yet this
Bugg Lake site will be decided
tickets on campus.
semester, and th ey already have 254
Thursday, October 30. Plans will be
" As far as the appeals process
appeals to hear. How much time can
made for any necessary feasibility
goes , it's stupid. It just doesn't work,
they devote to ea ch case? "
studies.
and its not fair. Everyone appeals to

"The school board wants a lake at
UMSL because it had used Bugg
Lake in the past for biology
experiments," said Sutton, " but
they didn' t want to jeopardize their
relations with the university ."
Vosevich addressed the committee on the value of a lake to the campus image.
" A lake on campus is a real asset.
aesthetic
beauty draws
The
students to the university when they
visit the campus, " said Vosevich.
She said the maintenance of the
lake shouldn't be a problem. " We
would try to keep the maintenance
of the lake to a minimum. We don't
want to interfere with the ecology of
the lake.
" We'd like to create a lake where
you can get as much use out of it as
possible, but we don't want to turn it
into a picnic area," she added.
The final part of the meeting was
devoted to a brainstorming session
on possible ways to finan ce the lake
construction and pay for the
needed estimates.
Kevin LaCostelo, vice-president
of the Student Asso ciation, said he
would go to the assembly and pro-
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Jani ce Coop er, 18 , a freshman at
The University of Missouri-St.
Louis, died Sund ay.

ENJOY YOUR HOLIDAYS IN
MERRIE OlDE ENGLAND
AND EARN CREDIT HOURS TOO

••

Cooper was a Business Administration major.
Visit ati on will be Tomorrow

WALT DISNEY WORLD
COllEGE PROGRAM

December 26 to January 9.

r

The Pierre Laclede Honors Program is accepting applications for
openings in the program next
semester.
Eighteen students will be selected primarily from among
students who will have earned less
than 30 credit hours by the end of
th e current term.
About 100 students are currently
ac tive in the program. They are '
able t o select from specially
designed courses available only
to them.
Students in good standing in the
program receive a stipend in
cultural and social events sponsored by the Pierre Laclede Honors
Society,
a
student
organization. Students may also
make use of a private lounge.
Applications are due by November 10 , 1986. Anyone interested in
the ' program should contact the
program director, John Onuska in
471 Lucas or at 553-5699

Campus Freshman Dies

....

The Missouri-London
Program
.

Winter Honors
Program Set

r;:::===:r,· .......,.... ====::'1
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Walt Disney World Co. Representatives will
present an information session on the Walt
Disney World College Program, Monday,
November 10,1986 at 9:00 am. in the
Social Science Building, Room 331.

You may earn 2-3 hours of literature credit,
attend London theater productions and tour
England's historical sites. Non-credit options.
Arranged through the University of MissouriKansas City College of Arts & Sciences
Continuing Education department.

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.

I nterviews for spring internship positions will
be scheduled after the information session.
Targeted majors include: Business, Liberal
Arts and Recreation. Contact Judy Whitted,
555-5319, for more information.

Call (816) 276-2736
for registration and information or call
Dr. Michael Vivion, UMKC English department
(816) 276-2763.

Air Force Officer Training School
IS an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air .
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you. Call ,

Deadline for registration is November 1.

•

MSgt Mike Lunsford
(618) 624-4321

I"lisneyWorld®

:'::.
. UNIVERS ITY OF MISSOURI·KA N SAS CIT Y

after 1 p.m. at Wade Funeral
Home, 4828 Natural Bridge Road
in St. Louis City.
Funeral services for Cooper will
Be Saturday, Nov. 1, at Life
500
North
Cathedral,
Kingshighway.

AN EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYE R

An equal opportunity institution.

Don't Forget T o
Pick Up Your Free
Student Directory!

N ow At The University Bookstore

Big Savings On
Sanford Pen s
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Major Accent, Pocket Accent,
and Extra-Fine Expresso Pens
(Regular Price .79¢)

Now On Sale 2 Fo r .99¢
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Pl us, Register To Win A
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current Int Affairs
d bY t h e
stud en

Just Fill Out Coupon And
Place Entries In Box Located
In Bookstore

- 'sion of
Publlshe
. h the 01'/1

•

Free T. V.
aack Pack
or $20 Gift Certificate

Wit

Prizes Compliments of the Sanford Pen Co.
And The University Bookstore
No Purchase Necessary To W in

..

Now available in room # 1
Blue Metal Office Building
(up the street from UMSL police department)
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Drawing will be held on
November 24th at 3 p.m.
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FEATO E
Ghost Story ...

" Sit Right Back '
And You 'll

Poltergeist In T J Library?

Hear A Tale ... " ,1

,y Phyllis Allen
eatures editor
Is there a poltergeist haunting the
'homas Jefferson Library? Accordng to Jim Longo, the answer is
es.
Longo, a 1970 UMSL graduate, is
he author of a recently published
,ook of ghost stories about the St.
,ouis area entitled " Haunted
ldyssey: Ghostly Tales of the Misissippi Valley."
The book relates ghost stories by
leople who actually witnessed the
,vents they describe. Some stories
Ire second- or third- hand tales
lassed down through generations
If famili es.
The story of the poltergeist said to
Je inhabiting the library was told to
.ongo by a former director of the Iilrary, Dr. Dick Miller, who said he
Ictually encountered the ghost.
Longo initially became interest!d in ghosts and ghost stories as a
:hild, when he himself encountered
I ghost while playing in a dark,
leserted hallway of a building near
lis home.
He described the ghost as milky.. hite figure that was indistinct, yet
lad clearly defined facial features.
:"ongo said that in the initial encoun:er, he was not afraid.
"It emanated a good feeling,"
:"ongo remembered. "I thought that
.t was my guardian angel making a
louse calL"
But when the apparition reached
)ut to touch his face, he became
'rightened and ran.
"I remember thinking that this
,vas an important point in my life,"
Longo said. "It would be memorable
if I stayed and let it touch me or if I
ran . I guess my legs made the choice
[or me."
The incident fueled Longo's interest in ghosts; he began collecting
ghost stories because of that interest, and spent four years collecting
the stories found in his book.
Yet, the 175-page epistle contains
only one- fourth of the stories Longo
has collected, He continues to
actively collect stories from the
area and may find he has another
collection of stories to publish,
From his experiences with ghosts
and with storytellers, Longo might
be considered somewhat of 'an
expert on ghosts. When asked what
he thought a ghost was, Longo
replied, "I'm not really sure. It
could be that they are echoes of a
past event, or the spirit of someone
who has gone before, or just the
aftereffects of emotion set off by
an event."
Also, Longo says that the dimension in which we live may coexist
simultaneously
with
another
dimension, and for certain particularly sensitive people, the curtain between the two may fall, and
that person will encounter some
sort of spirit.
Longo said that nouns can be
haunted - that is, persons, places or
things, Persons may be haunted,
followed around by a ghost.
Places - most commonly houses

a

TRUST
ME
by Ann Richardson
associate features editor
If you v;ere put in a sound proof

BOO: Jim Longo, UMSL alumnus recently published a book of
ghost stories,
- can be haunted, Longo said, And
things like pieces of jewelry can
be haunted.
Some spirits return, Longo noted ,
because of unfinished business. And
they will let their presence be
known, "If you have ghosts, they'll
let you know," he laughed,
The majority of ghosts in the St.
Louis area, Longo said, are " good
ghosts." Longo said he encountered
stories of malevolent ghosts, but
most just like to make mischief.
Longo traveled from Hannibal
south to Cape Girardeau in his
search for stories,
His policy was to never travel
without one or two other people, He
especially liked to have a woman or
a child along to listen, he said.
"Different people have different
perspectives," Longo explained,
"and they might ask qu estions that I
would never think of"
When he was collecting the
stories, he rarely had a sleepless
night. But several incidents did
cause him to " stay up and watch
David Letterman,"
One incident occurred when he
was interviewing a man in Augusta,
Missouri. The storyteller was describing a poltergeist that made
noises like" a Mack truck crashing
into a wall. "
As soon as the man described the
sound, it occurred. Longo was
recording the session and has the
crash on tape, Longo said that the
storyteller did not know he was
planning to visit that day,
He spent the late evening hours
with the television, he said - and
with all the lights in his house on,
Another story led to even more
sleepless hours, Longo initially
intended to include an entire chapter in his book dealing with the exor• cism done in 1949 in the old Alexian
Brothers Hospital in SL Louis.
The "SL Louis Exorcist Case," as
it was called, was the basis for the
movie, "The Exorcist."
Longo said that he had trouble
finding any material On the case , or
any people that would discuss it. He
did get the information, however,
and "wrote the chapter in 48 hours
straight, then locked it in a safe and
looked at it later, in the daylight."

HAUNTED? The Thomas Jefferson Library on campus is said to be inhabited by a poltergeist
I,
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Longo said the movie's director
noted that the movie was actually 80
percent fact, and that the reality was
actuaJly much more frightening and
graphic than the movie version,
Longo later edited the story to
make it the introduction to his chapter on St. Louis ghosts. He included
the story, but stressed that there
was a difference between ghosts and

Spirits High On The Mississippi
by Nancy Hayes
reporter
The choppy river was falling and
spirits were rising as the excursion
boat "Tom Sawyer" left the St. Louis
riverfront Saturday night for a
cruise on the Mississippi.
Hosted by the UMSL Jazz Ensemble, under the direction of Rex
Matzke, the second annual" Jazz on
the River" was supposed to be the
main fundraising event of the
year,
Although the audience was small
compared to the 168 that attended
. last year, the 65 parents, UMSL
faculty, staff and music lovers who
paid $16 a ticket for two hours of jazz
and hors d'oeuvres all had a good
time.
"We heard it was a good time last
year and thought we'd try it this
year, " explained Jan Frantzen, secretary in the political science
department.
She later gave more devious
motives for attending, "We were
hoping that with the high water we'd
float on down to New Orleans."
The high water may have kept the
audience small; many people were
unsure whether the cruise would be
cancelled or go on as scheduled.
The jazz band itself was
experienCing its own form of high
water. Many members were unable
to attend because of previous commitments, so replacements were
needed,
As a result, many alumni were
asked to sit in, making the band an .
"interesting mix of youth and experience" as Jay Knehans, an alumnus, put it.
However, the high water, small
audMMt and diversity of the group

demons,
Longo spoke of UMSL fondly, and
remem bered three things that made
the campus unique. " I remember
the old Administration Building
because of its warmth and character," he said .
He also liked the swimming pool
that used to be in front of the
Thomas Jefferson Library. "You

could wear your swimsuit under
your clothes, then just strip and
jump in after class."
But what Longo remembers most
fondly is the erstwhile Bugg Lake. "I
thought it was special," he remembered. "We liked to feed the ducks,
We had demonstrations there. It was
the center of campus life then. Bring
Bugg Lake back," Longo urged.

box with about ten of your friends,
with no TV, no radio (as they sayan
Gilligan's Island. no phone, no
lights, no motorcars) , what would
vou do to enter t ain yourselves?
, And keep it clean, this is a
famil y newspaper,
Perhaps you would break into
song, let's say the theme from
"Brady Bunch," with the females
singing the part about " brin ging up
three very lovely girls," and the
males Singing the part about the
"man named Brady who was busy
with three bovs of his own. "
If vou are· not the offspring of
Griz;ly Adams or raised by
wolves,you probably had a TV in
your house when you were growing
up. And unless your name is Rudy
Lawrence, you probably watched a
good deal of TV programs ,
Rudv Lawrence, in case vou never
met hi~, lived down the st~eet from
me when I w as a kid , He had bad eyes
and his mother used to make him
watch static on TV for 15 minutes
each day to strengthen his eyes.
This really turned Rudy against TV ,
and he couldn·t watch programs for
more than five minutes without getting a headache. Of course, things
eventually got better for Rudy. He
now has a very high-paying job
recording tones for the Emergency
Broadcast Syst e m, He still doesn' t
own a TV, thou gh, the poor guy,
So if you aren't Rudy Lawrence
you are quite familiar with the
themes from variou s TV shows,
Therefore y ou have quite a repertoire to select from if you ever need
to amuse yourself.
Sometimes yo u don't need to
know the words to participate. My
friend Chris used to work at CPS. It
was there that he institut-ed 'the
tradition of humming the theme
from "Mission Im possible," One
person would do t he " doo-doowa's," another would do the "d a- dada's," and so on. Earning q3 per
hour was nev er so harmonious.
Singing can also be profitable.
Once at a local bar my friends and I
sang " Happy
Birthdav
Dear
Marsha" to one of the " pat rons .
Marsha and company wer e so
delighted that they sent over a
pitcher of beer.
And don 't worry if you can' t sing
very welL Two choruses of the
Beverly Hillbillies later, and we
received a another pitcher. This one
was sent with a message: ;'Please
shut up. "
And so we did. We may sing offkey, but we're not stupid,

Movie All Tricks, No Treat
by Susanne Lischer
music reviewer
This year, Halloween didn't
bring movies or fans the usual
spine-chilling,
hair-raiSing
entertainment. The most recent
seasonal release in the theaters
is "Trick or Treat."
Billed as a satirical rock-androl! horror show, the movie
unfortunately proves to be anything but satire, rock-and-roll, or
horror.

JAZZ: Members of the UMSL Jazz Band performed Saturday
aboard the riverboat "Tom Sawyer."

could not keep the band members
from also having a good time.
The hardest obstacles they had to
overcome were a rocking boat and
sliding chairs. Those who did not
attend missed a variety of music
ranging from the standard Big Band
classics of Count Basie to the more
contemporary prime-time themes
of Miami Vice and the Tonight
show,
The cruise did not succeed in rais-

ing money, however. According to
Matzke, the ensemble just about
broke even.
This is especially disappointing
for a group that has had a master
tape waiting since July to be
pressed into an album.
The profits from "Jazz on the
River" were to help press and
release the album and also to defray
the costs of attending a national jazz
festival in Witchita, Kansas,
Now the album will wait longer
and other arrangemments will be
made for the festival; or the trip will
be cancelled as it was last year,
But, money aside, the cruise was a
hit. "It's a nice thing to do on a Saturday
night,"
explained
Tina
Thomure,
the
ensemble's
president
"It's a chance to get dressed up,
drink, listen to good music and have
a good time." .
The Jazz Ensemble will hold its
next concert onDec. 4 at8 p,m. in the
J. C. P ...., Auditorim,

In the film, Eddie Weinbauer
(played by Marc Price, otherwise
known as "Skippy" on "Family
Ties") is a typical American teen
who idolizes an evil rock
superstar named Sammi Curr.
Eddie is a likeable enough kid,
but in the film, he doesn't appear
to have much personality, In fact,
neither does his mother, his best
friend, or his rival, They are
predictable_
Now Sammi - the evil rock
star - is at least reasonably unpredictable, But as a highvoltage
superstar,
his
motivation is still relatively easy
to discover,
Predictability and lack of
character development keep the
writers' attempts at satire subdued to the point of virtual nonexistence.
Except for an appearance by
Ozzy Osbourne, (suprisingly
clean-cut
and
almost

TRICK OR TREAT: Rockers Ozzy Osbourne (left) and Gene Simmons (right) star with Tony Fields in the rock and roll horror film.
unrecognizable as a television
talk show guest warning the
public
about
the
sadistic
meanings of rock music lyrics)
one may never detect the movie's
true intentions.
"Trick or Treat" does have
quite a few impressive special
effects, especially as Sammi
enters and exits the film. These
effects made the film worth sit-

ting through.
Also, Marc Price does many of
his own stunts, which he executes
very welL
All in all, "Trick or Treat" is a
movie which cannot be viewed
for more than mere face value.
Just another high school flick,
this one is even lacking in a
decent soundtrack to fall back
on.
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Ma ke Friends On Campus
!. "

[Editor's note: This article is part
i of a continuing series submitted by
staff members of the UMSL counlseling service. Today's column was
· "ritten by Bridgette Jenkins.]

I
(

"rm having a difficult time meeting people at UMSL. I feel so
I ,Qverwhelmed in these large classes
that I can't make myself talk to anyone. Is there an easier way to meet
people?"
\ -. Have you ever felt this way? If so,
I ... there are a number of resources
, available to help you overcome this
· feeling of loneliness and isolation.
II Check with the Student Activities
\ 6ffice in University Center. Student
. Activities has a booklet called
"Campus Connections" listing all
the student organizations available
". fin campus .
.,.. This booklet also contains the
name and phone number of the person to contact.
I
This is an excellent way to get
II lllVolved on campus with
organizations such as fraternities,
sororities, social clubs, clubs of
special interest, etc.
The Athletic Department can also
elp if you like sports. There are
I intramural teams for many sports,
· and the gym or athletic building
', .kMark Twain) is a great 'place to
) meet new people.
The gym has a weight room, racquetball courts and tennis courts .
All the facilities are available free
'fto UMSL students.
The cafeteria is another great
place to meet people. Here, you will
find people eating, playing cards,
.ptudying or just simply hanging
around.
If someone is sitting alone, you
might ask if they would like some
company. Chances are they are feelt!ng just as isolated as you are.
Don't
rush
out the
door
immediately after each class. You

,
I

~

might loiter a bit; approach a fellow
student and ask some open-ended
questions like, "What did you think
of the lecture today?" or "What do
you think the professor meant when
he said . . ."
These questions may lead to a
short discussion, an exchange of
names, or finding a person to study
with. Or you might suggest continuing the discussion over a soda in
the. cafeteria.
Use the library. Even though you

PERSON
TO
PERSON
may think of the library as a quiet
place (and indeed it should be),
there are always students around.
You might see someone from one
of your classes or someone studying
the same subject as yourself.
Approach these students with a
friendly "hello" and a smile.
You'll be amazed at what these
two simple tasks can do for both the
student you've spoken to and yourself. Keep in mind that if one doesn't
work the first time or place you use
it, you should try again. Don't be
discouraged.

DOD
"When I registered for twelve
hours of classes, I thought that I
would be able to manage working 20
hours per week. I'm overwhelmed,
Is there a way out?"
If this describes your situation,
you may want to consider one of the
following ideas.

i]
,

You may want to inquire about a
Time
Management
workshop
offered by Horizons (a peer counseling group affiliated with the Counseling Service).
In this workshop, you will be given
suggestions as to how to better coordinate your classes, work schedule,
study time and social life. There
also may be time that you are not
using to its fullest advantage.
In this case, you'll want to find out
about other workshops such as
Study Skills and overcoming proc- .
rastination. All of these workshops
are offered free of charge to UMSL
Louis students.
Information and registration for
these workshops can be obtained by
calling 553-5711 or by stopping by
427 SSE.
.
After giving it a lot of thought, you
may find it necessary to make a
choice of either dropping a class or
reducing your work hours.
This, of course, will depend on
your individual financial situation.
Either is possible and both are certainly options which should be
considered.

The Puzzle
7 Per1aining to
the mind
8 Publishes
9 Chess piece
10 Diminutive
suHix

34 Fatigue
35 Guido's high
note
36 Meal
37 Be present
38 That woman

11 Equals twelve
months
19 Beverage
21 High card
24 Tattered cloth

39 Chief
42 Seasoning
43 Solo
44 Spreads for
drying
46 Indefinite
amount

25 Period of time
26 Fondle
28 Observe
29 Day before
holiday
30 Short Sleep

47 Send forth
48 Withered
51 Court

Last
ACROSS

You might also speak to someone
in the financial aid office to see
whether you qualify for additional
financial assistance or work-study
hours.
By accepting a work-study position, your hours would fit more into
your class schedule rather than having the local "McDonalds" work
around your class schedule.
If problems seem insurmountable to you, there is always help
available and someone to talk to at
the Counseling Service.
This is another service which is
free to UMSL students. Feel free to
make an appointment with a counselor
whenever
you ' feel
overwhelmed with any personal or
carreer issue. Call 553-5711 or stop
by to make an appointment.

24
27
31
32

1 Temptation
5 Obstruct
8 Commit
depradations
12
13
14
15

Choir voice
Organ of sight
Repetition
Condescending
look
16 Marsh

17 Greek letter
18 Lower in rank
20 Oil-carrying
vessel
22 Ocean
23 Perform

Iterate
Abate
Exist
A Gabor

33 Collect
37 Slumbering
40 Sudsy brew
41 Article
42 Petty ruler
45 Plagues
49 Region
50 Veneration
52 Cupola
53 Covers
540Hsprlng
55 Arabian
chieftain

56 Soviet news
agency
57 Bushy clump
58 Nerve
network

Week 's
Answers

DOWN

1 Hairless
2 Toward shelter
3 Newspaper
paragraph
4 Muscular
5 Loss
6 AHlrmatlve vote

Optometry Student Aids Underprivileged

.-~

by Christopher Duggan
reporter

BOOKSTO RE: Long lines are characteristic of the first-day
rush to buy texts.

Prices Explained
by Stephanie Walker
reporter
Imagine standing in an line that
doesn·t seem to end, waiting to
purchase a text from your campus
bookstore. discovering t hat there's
'only five minutes left before your
next class begins.
According to Kenneth Langston ,
\ manager of the UMSL campus
, , bookstore. " Students seem to
purchase the texts the day the
classes begin. often finding out t hat
their text is sold out. "
According to the Student Affairs
Office, the book store is part of the
University Center and was opened
in 1971.
After spending 10 years satisfying
. the appetites of hungry college
students for text books, Langston
still likes his job. "The students
deserve the best," he said.
According to Langston, students
come in great numbers to purchase
text books, such as Accounting and
Technical texts.

1

l

Illustrated texts are highly
requested and the most expensive.
Mass Marketing and Literature
texts are the least requested and
inexpensive.
" Students are exposed to the best
texts , because they' re worth it, even
if the best texts are the most expensi ve," added Langston.
Cost is not determined by the
bookstore. Langston explained, "the
publisher decides what the texts
will cost. and the facu Ity selects the
books for each class. And they try to
choose the best books they can for
your edudation. "
Shoplifting also adds to the price
of your books. "Just like any other
store,
bookstores
have
their
thieves. The book store in no exception.· ' Langston said.
The campus bookstore makes a
smail profit on the books sold. " The
used books are often returned and
the student gets back half what the
text is worth. When that happens,
the store loses money," Langston
said.

Do you wear glasses? Have you
ever had to go without them for any
length of time? If you do and you
have, then you know how difficult
life would be without glasses or
optometric care.
Diane Werkmeister, a third-year
optometry student at UMSL, spent a
week in Saltillo , Mexico, last summer helping underpriviledged people who had lived their entire lives
without any kind of eye care available to them.
The trip was one of many
organized by an organization called
Volunteer Optometric Services to
Humanity (VOSH). VOSH is a
national organization which is
divided into state chapters.
The state chapters plan trips to
Saltillo and other third world countries where they provide eye care to
people who would not normally
receive any care.
Werkmeister's trip to Saltillo was
organized by Colorado VOSH.
Optometry
departments
at
colleges and universities have student chapters that decide on which
trips they want to go.
" Students have to pay their own
way," We rkmeister said. "That's the
main thing that keeps most people
from going"
}Expenses for the trips usually
include air fare, and some meals.
The local Lion' s club hosted
Werkmeister 's group. They provided the building in which the
examinations took place.
The students themselves stayed
with families living in the area.

"We were treated very well by the
families," Werkmeister said. "They
treated us as guests, not tourists. My
family would have done anything for
me. They wanted me to stay
another month. "
On this particular trip, 1,570 people were treated.
"When we opened up in the morning, there would be a long line of
people outside." she remembered.
"So we would j ust stay fo r 10 or 12
hours each day un til we treated
them all. Some people wou ld sit an d
wait all day. and we co uldn't turn
them away. "
The poverty level of the people .
treated was pretty extreme. A good
number of them were ranchers,
which means that they owned one or
two animals .
Most families didn ' t even have
hOllses. In a lot of cases, they would
be living under a cardboard roof
with a wall or two to protect them.
They do not have the things that
most of us cons ider necessities: eye
care is something of which they
have never heard.
VOSH: Diane Werkmeister, UMSL optometry stu dent trave led to
.. Some patients had been renSaltillo, Mexico, as part of the program. Third year optometry students
dered blind in one eye because of an
John Bush and Kent Harrington went along as w ell.
injury they had received earlier in
life that had been left untreated ,"
volunteers matched patients as
panies and individual s . On ly glasses
Werkmeister said.
closely as they could to glasses they
that are in good conditio n and have
"There was one girl who was so
had brought with them.
been cleaned and labeled ar e used.
severely nearSighted th at ~he had to
"Each student brought 300 pairs
Werkmeister is inter ested in
be led around by her family. It was
with them," Werkmeister said. "The
going on another VOS H trip. " The
literally impossible fo r her to read .
students who weren't going would
experience was very v alu able," she
We gave her a pair of glasses that
prepare the glasses for the trip.
said. "I was exposed to a culture
enabled her to s ee almost perfectly.
which was a' monumental effort. It
very different from the one rm
You can imagine the difference
took about 50 hours per person to
used to."
being able to see would make in
do. "
The UMSL student VOSH is in the
her life."
The glasses themselves are
process of contacting various state
An optical pres cr iption is unique
donated by civic clubs, churches.
organizations to set up and plan
to an individual. but the VOSH
professional offices, optical comanot her trip for next summer.
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• Gay Political Issues will be
the t opic of discussion at the
GLSU meeting, to be held at 2
p. m. at 7 940 Natural Bridge.
there will be a potluck afte r the
meetin g.

• The African Leadership Council and the Associated Black
Collegians will co-sponsor a ·
Halloween Party from 7-9 p.m.
in
the
University
Center ·
Lounge. Children (pre-school to
grade 6) of UMSL students,
faculty/s taff and the community
are welcome. For further information contact Connie Foster or
Angela Fitzpatrick at 5535 73 1.

• The Accounting Club will hold
a meeting today at 1 :30 p. m. in
room 126 J.C. Penney. The topi c
will be Ta x Reform , and the
gue st speaker is Greg Zielinski.

• Resume Writing will be the
topic of a workshop offere d by
Horizons at 1 p.m. Call 5535711 or sto p by 427 SSB for
more informat io n.

___

• Blues trio "Streetwise" will
be t hi s week's featured artists for
Wednesday Noon Live from
11 :30 a.m.-1 :30 p.m. in the U.
Center Lounge.

• Germany between East and
West, will be the topi c of this
week's International Seminar to
be held from 1 :30-3 p. m. in the
McDonnell Conference Room,
331 SSB . Theguestspeakerwil l
be Sr. Juergen Reiss, Directorin-Chief,
German
National
Broadcast ing System.

• The Law School Admission
Test preparati on course will be
offe red on Saturdays, Nov. 122, 10 a. m .-noon, in the J.C.

• The Students in Support of
Children (SSC) wi ll hold their
third meeting for Fall 1986, fr om
1·2 p. m. in room 110 South
Campus Bu ildin g. New members
are welcome.

• The Divis io n of Student Affairs,
Internat ional Student Organization and the Universi ty Program
Board will sponsor Classical
and Folk Dances of Ind ia performed by Asha Pre m as part of
International Student Week at
11 :30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. in the
U. Center Lounge.

•
Interviewing Techniques
will be the subject of a seminar
sponsored by the Wo men's Center from 12-1 p. m. Vicki Winter,
Director of Placement, Hickey
Sc hool, will be the guest
speaker.

Saturd ay

1

Penney Building. For more informat ion and to regist er, co ntact
Joe William s at 553-5961.

For Sale

1977
Ford
Pinto
Hatchback. 53,000 miles.
Blue exterior and interior.
new radiat or. new brakes,
extra snow tires. Best
offer. Call Mike Ochse
(oxy) 8-5 at 553 ·3395 after
5 call739-12 10.

El ectric typewriter. Good
cOrldition. $50. Ca ll 5329470 .
Antique Victoriarl dresser
for sale. If interested,
please ca ll 535-3807 and
ask for Maria.
Deal
for
College
Students: IBM clones,
MS-DOS PC-DOScompatable. This system comes
wit h single 360k floppy,
640k memory, 8- mhz fast,
high resolution graphics
monitor, $695! Upgrades
available. One year full
warrenty. Call 434 -397 1
for more information.
For sale 1976 Mercury
Capri. Runs good. Neds
battery, $200, or best oHer.
2 free snow tires thrown in
with car. Call Steve at 3852108 or 862-4673 after 5
p.m.

CasioTone 310 full size
key board with stand, sustain paddle, auto accompaniment, auto rhy1hm,
present sounds, so und
eHects, volume control.
Hardly used. Call 5329470 .

BANQUET SET UP
BANQUET SERVERS
FRONT DESK CLERKS
COAT CHECK
Full/part ti me positions
available
with
the
Sheraton Hotels at West
Port. FleXible days and
shifts. Apply MOrlday 9noon or Thursday 2-5 p.m.

Help Wanted
Travel field posi tion
immediately
avai lable.
Good commisions, valuable work experierlce,
travel and oth er benefits.
Call Brad Nelson (tol l fre e)
1-800-4 33-77 4 7 fo r a
complete
information
maile r.
300
GOVERNMENT
JOBS List. $16 ,040 .
$59,230!yr. Now hiring.
Call 1-805-687 -6000 Ext.
R-2166.

Part Time Job For St udent:
Yard and house maintenance. Good pay. Must
have ca r. Call 872-8531
and leave message.

Travel Field Opportunity.
Gain valuable marketing
expe rien ce w hile earning
money. Ca mpus representative needed immediately
for spring break trip to
Florida
Call
Ca mpus
Marketing at (312) 8584888.

Sheraton Plaza Hotel
Personnel Office
The Old Spaghetti Factory
is looking for personable,
neat and energetic people
to fill pOS ition s as hestesses,
cocktai l
waitresses, food waite rs and
wa itresses, and kitchen

• Horizons will hold a seminar
on Career Exploration from 2-3
p. m. in 427 SSB. Fo r more info r-

Tuesday

SWAP
Representatives
from
Walt Disney World in
Florida will be on campus
Monday, November 10th
interview in g students for
positions in the areas of
operations merchandising
and food services. For
add itio nal
informati on,
contact the SWAP oHice
346 Woods Hall or ca ll
553-5317.

Miscellaneous
Earn
mone y
on
all
magazines sold on campus. Need people to post
informa ti on. Good profil
Write, BPC, 8218 Hardy,
Overland Park, KS 66204.
TYPING DONE on Word
Processor. Give your term
papers and reports a professional
appearance.
located in Bel Nor, near
ca mpus. Ca ll Debbie at
389-3654.
University Program Board
Hotl in e! Find out whafs
happeningl
call
553 5865.

Stud erlt graphics/layout
artist wanted fo r Orl campus employment Experience preferred, but will
tra in.
Hourly
wage:
negotiable-$3.45 / hr
minimun. 10-15 hou rs per
week. Applicatio ns available in the Student Activities Office, 250 Unive rSity
Center.

Graduating soon? Ready
to enter the job market?
Come to horizons and
learn how to pu t your
talents on paper." Resume
Writing"
workshop
is
offered Wed. Nov. 5, 1-2
p.m. in room 4 27 ssa
Register by calling 553571 1.

mation or to pre-register, call
553·5711 .

Are you going to Crested
Butte? Maybe? Let's get it
straighLonly $205 fo r lift
ticke ts and condo lodging,
beautiful scenery. g re at
times and the Rocky
Mountains. Simply stated
this is a great deal! So, are
you gOing or what?

Part time cashier/counter
person wanted at St Louis
Cent re fast food restaurant
Monday' Friday.
Call 231·8933 ask for
Judy or Steve.

personnel. Experience not
required. Applica nts need
to apply Monday-Friday
from 12-3 p.m. 62 1-0270.

Did you ever want to be a
model? The TV/Fil m Cl ub
is planning to do two video
fashion shows in Nove mber. If interested, leave a
message for Christy at
553-5485.

• The TV and Film Club will
hold a meet ing at 2 p. m. in 592
Lucas Hall. For more information, call 553-5485.

4

CLASSIFIEDS
Government homes from
$1 (U repair). Delinquent
tax
property.
Repossesions. Call 805687-6000 Ext. GH-2166
for current repo list.

5

• "Reedy's Mirror" will be the
topic of this week's Creative
Aging, to be aired on KWMU at 7
p. m. The Guest speaker will be
Mr. Dennis Bohnenkamp, le cturer
in
th e
English
Depa rtment.

--------~II~_3~~ M_o_n_d_a~y

Senior Citizens
With Rooms
To Rent
001
Female senior citizen has
room with laundry and
kitchen privi leges. Seven
mi les from UM-St. louis in
Berkley's Frostwood area
$160 a month. Male or
Female.

011
Female widow has room
fo r rent Kitchen and laundry privileges. $100 a
month. Two miles from
UM-St.
Louis
in
Normandy.

015
Couple with 4 year old boy
has private room fo r $1 00
a month. Willing to pay for
occasio nal
babysitting.
Ferguson.

019

Homesharing
For more information on
these items, ca 1l 553-5536
and refer to the number
with the ad.

The University of Missouri
will sponsor a c raft fair on
Wednesday and Thursday,
December3 and 4 from 10
am.-6 p.m. in the University Cente r. For more information or an application,
call Debra Braun at 5535291.

Woman has room for rent
$125 a month. Female
only. laundry and kitchen
Glasgow
privileges.
Vi llage area

Personals

004
Very pleasan t woman willing to exchan ge room and
boa rd for compan ionship
and a small amount of
cook ing. Florissant area

I have solved the mystery...
no kites are not low and
nobody
gives
a
anyway.

006
Senior citizen needs two
meals a day cooked/ 5
da ys a week and light
housekeeping
in
exchange for room an d
board. Ferguson area.

To Jim in 11 am. (MWF)
Astronomy class,
We've noticed your perfect, dark hair, and the way
you
dress·
very
impressive! We would love
to get to know you betterl
Private Eyes

• Crisis Intervention in the
Classroom will be the topi c of
the Student national Education
Association (SNEA) meeting at
7 p.m. i n the Marillac Conference
Room. Ken McManus, Lindb ergh
School District, will be the
guest spe aker.
• Bill Cosby On Prejudice w ill
be thi s week's Women's Cen ter
film, to be shown from 11 :30
a. m .-1 :30 p. m.

To the brothers of Sigma
Tau Gamma:
Th ank you for helping ce lebrate our Founder's Day
with us. The party meant
alot to us and was alot of
fun.
Love,
the siste rs of Zeta Tau
Alpha
Hey Sig Tau's,
It's that awesome time of
year when we have an
excuse to get swamped at
our Hall oween Party. The
tub is almost ready.
P.S. Don't make plans fo r
Saturday!
Sheila (DZ).
Whafs up kid? Just think
only 3 more weeks till formall We'lI have a great
time with our menl
Love,
Mom
Red Sox 14,
Hey go rge ous l
How about a date som etime? I'm sure that we
could have a g ood ti me
snugglingl
Love,
14's no. 1 Fan

Dave P.S. E.,
How's the net underwear
ho lding up?
Me and Me

We offer a free Bible and Correspondence
course to all students. Free postage.

reproductive
health services

Wrile 10. Project Philip - College Campus
P.o. Box 1130 1, Clayton Po.
S t. Louis, MO 63105

MC:f~,s

EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPACE
..IMMEDIATE -OCCUPANCY
Suites Available From
$1~5 Including Utilities
Reta il Store Fronts
Fr om $695

.Two Locations. Pro-Choice

um

Wanted:
Afternoon
playmate.
No
strings
attached. Apply at Sigma
Pi House.

FRn
441.2657
L

CALL 441

•

32'45

Very Metal,
Yes, only one week away :
from the deadly date l I
have one thing to say.. s- •
tand back or yo u may ~
ig nite!! inferno at Sheraton
West port, Girl wit h the:
gi rl y bott om seen with'
date on fire escape... Very :
hotl
Girl with t he girly bottom

to get to
semester.

Dear man who sits by the
side door 2 nd floor Clark"
Hall on MWF at 11 :50,
You are just gorgeous. I'm ~
the girl who always sta res.
If you know who I am, smi le
the next time.
Love,
In fatuat ed Fema le

Dear Irish Maniac with the
midnight blue Regatta
Escort with no radio (not
even AM),
We find your attitude
appau ling. Shape up or
ship bake to ireland. We
love you anywaY'
Love,
K and D

Girl wit h the girly Bottom,
No need to walk the wall
cons id erin g our forma ls. .
Hot. Whi te hot. Definitelyl •
Say goodbye to Beta Chi.
the men of Pi Kappa Alpha
have reservat ions. .. Unless .
you know what doesn't
pan out. Very bore d...
Very Metal

Dear Harry (ali as David),
Obvious ly you're still as
obnoxious and nosey .as
ever. Butt out and get a
newattitude l
Sincerely.
The SMA Russian Woman
in Pol i- Sci on Tues. and
Thurs.

14,
I know that you like '
Joshua
How
about_
Jessica for a girl? Lers ta lk '
about it!
I love you

Dear Robyn,
Jus t wanted to
you and always
Love always,
Kenny
P.S. Can·t wait
Springfirld next

say I love
will.

.,

... spiritual direction?
... a Inonthly support group?
... a retreat (Jan. 2-4)?
For more information,
call Father Don Brinkman or Sister Pat Cody
at the Archdiocesan Vocation Office
,,~""647-5270

I"" _.. /.... ..,
PRIESTHOOD AND RELIGIOUS LiFE
.."

' ' ' ' ' 'lit. • • ,

_CLAUGHLIN real

LSAT

Preparation Course

• Gallery 210 will present Joan
Semmel: Paintings as the final
exhibit in the Emblematic
Woman series. The showing will
open wit h a re cept ion for the '
artist from 7-9 p. m. Gallery 21 0
is open Monday-Thursday, 9
am.-8 p.m. and Fridays, 9 am.- 5
p.m. For more information, call
553-5952 .

Turtle,
I'm glad that we have s uc h
good times when we're
together. i know that ifs
only a matter of time and
things will be back to nor·
mal. I'm willing to wait fo r
you ll

FREE TESTING & COUNSELING: TUES. THRU SAT.
• Abortion Services
• Community Education Programs
• Licensed. Non-profit. Board Certified Doctors

Thursday

6

PROJ ECT PH I LI P
The Bib le Solves all your problems
wh en all things and friends fail you

Wednesday -

HOMES OF THE WEEK

estate, inc.

8400 NaTural Bridge
SI. Louis, Mo. 63111
(J 14) ~89. 9998

Saturdays, November 1 - 22
10 a.m. - noon
University of Missouri-St. Louis
J. C. Penney Building
This five - week course is designed to help prepare students for
the Law School Admission Test which will be given on December 4, 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. , 1987. Fee for the course is ,$7 5 (includes
parking and course materials).

:1:.

For information, or to register, call UMSL
Continuing Education - Extension at 553-5961 '

7236 S. Roland

7236 S. Roland

We Specialize In The UMSL Area
For more information: 389-9998

•
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Mixed Swim Team lunges'lnto New Season

jAy Da~e Brown
sports editor

The lJMSLswim team hopes to
. Pnake a splash this season with
renewed enthusiasm following last
year's below-par season.
This squad, 16 members strong, ~ore than twice last year's number
,- will mix a blend of old and new
that might spell success for the
Rivermen squad.
"Rivermen" will have to be used
, 'oosely in describing this team, conSisting of both men and women.
Women will be allowed to comete with the men, but they can
ualify for nationals in the women's
'ategory. This addition to the men's
squad will add the depth that the
UMSL team needed last year when it
. )ad just six swimmers.
. All six swimmers from last year
return and will form a strong
nucleus for the team,
Senior Greg Menke and junior
\!Rick Hofer were elected as captains
for the team,
Menke leads by example.
"He's a good leader," said Mary
i __ is ton who will return for her first
full season as UMSL head coach,
" He works out so hard. He' ll be the
first one on the deck and the last one
out of the pool."
,. Hofer, a 25-year-old former
member of the Air Force, adds a different dimension to the squad,
" He's solid," Liston said. " He
'''tives a totally different perspective
irom kids that are 17. "
Menke will be swimming the 100
and 200-yard breast stroke, 100- and
, vfOO-yard butterfly and the 200-yard
individual medley. Hofer will swim
the 100- and 200 -ya rd breast stroke
and
the
200-yard
individual
medley.
-.. Juniors Tom Adams, Dennis
Dierker, Steve Pummer and Tom
Lombardo also return from last
year's team.
..., Liston is expecting big · things
from Adams who will swim the 50
and 100 free.
" He' s going to have an incredible
. ~ear," she said. "His dedication is

~

100 percent better than it was last
year, He has · a good shot at
nationals. "
Dierker will be forced to swim
with pain due to bursitis in both
shoulders, He will swim the 100 and
200 fly and the 200 and 500 free.
Pummer was the most improved
swimmer on last year's team.
"We shortened his distances ,"
Liston said, " Distance takes a different kind of mentality. He' s training a lot better now,"
Pummer will be swimming the
100 and 200 fly and the 200 and 500
free.
Tom Lombardo is another returner who should have a bright
season.
"Tom probabvly holds more
school records than anybody ," Liston said, "He trained by himself this
summer and I expect him to shatter
his old times."
Junior Linda Vogel is a returning
swimmer, but was forced to sit out a
season when last year's women's
schedule was cancelled. Liston sees
Vogel's versatility as a great asset
for the squad, Vogel will swim the
breaststroke,
backstroke
and
individual medley.
Four freshmen, along with five
transfer sudents, will make the
team very competitive. Freshmen
swimmers are Chris Sanz- agero
Jim Hofer (Rick's brother) , Herb
Wolf and Diane Oliver. Transfers
are John LaVeck, Cindy Panetti and
Pat Eppert.
" The freshmen should contribute
right away, " Liston said. "I'm satisfied with their performance so far , I
think they might be a little
overwhelmed at first, but it' s going
to be a good experience. "
None of the transfers have college

1986-87

UMSL
Swim Team
Schedule
Torn Lombardo

Tom Adams

Rick Hofer

Date

Opponent

Place

Time

Pat Eppert

Oct 30
Nov 7
Nov 8
Nov 14
Nov 15
Nov 21-22
Dec 5
Dec 6
Jan 10
Jan 23
Jan 24
Jan 30-31
Feb 6
Feb 7
Feb 18-21

st. Louis (;niversity
Northeast Missouri State
Washington University Relays
(;niversity of Mo,- Rolla
Washington U./MacMurray
Grinnell Relays
U. of Arkansas-Little Rock
IIT/ Michigan Tech
Millikin
(J, of Chicago/ Hendrix
Prin cipia
Washington (i, Invitational
Blackburn
John Brown (;niversity
Rolla Invitational

UMSL
UMSL
st. Louis
Rolla, Mo.
St, Louis
Grinnell, Iowa
UMSL
Chicago
Decatur, Ill.
(JMSL
Elsah, Ill.
St. Louis
Carlinville, III
UMSL
Rolla, Mo.

5 p,rn.
7 p,m.
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
7 p.m.
Noon
TBA
7 p.m.
TBA
TBA
TBA
1 p.rn.
TBA

Alan Woodhouse

Chip Crowe

Cindy Panetti

Linda Vogel

swimming experience, but all swam
in high school.
"By semester they' ll be in shape.
It takes time when you' ve been out
of the water for a while," Liston
said.
See SWIM Page 8
John LaVeck

Steve Pummer

Jim Hofer

Greg Menke

Dennis Dierker

Ilrown Experiences Championship Once . • . Maybe Twice?
by Diane Schlueter
associate sports editor

I"" It took some patience, but when

~

he waiting was finally over, Terry
Brown was a member of the 1986
Rivermen soccer team.
" It was a tough situation." Brown
said.
And , it was a situation that Brown
had experienced before.
~. After playing soccer for two years
at Florissant Valley Community
College, Brown was recruited by St.
Louis University for the 1985
o;?eason.
He was later told by SLU coach
Joe Clarke that he would be ineligible to play, even after Brown com,llleted two courses in summer
sc hool.
.
" Things just didn' t work out. and I
didn't get to play," Brown said. " It
was a tough time on me, my wife and
~y new baby,"
Again, Brown attended school last
summer in hope of playing soccer
for UMSL. This time, all of his
fred its transferred, and Brown
became a Riverman.

But before Brown came to UMSL,
he experienced something over the
summer that many athletes can only
dream about.
As a member of the Kutis Men' s
Open Team, Brown took part in a
national championship.
" I felt like I was on top of the
world, " said Brown with a smile as
he recalled most of the games,
remembering the final scores of
each. "It made me and the rest of the
team feel that we accomplished
what we set out to accomplish."
Kutis defeated San Pedro, Ca., 1-0
in the championship match ,
" And Teddy (Hantak, former
UMSL goal scoring machine and
current property of the St. Louis
Steamers) scored the goal," added
Brown. "It was real hot - you could
tell that the first goal would be the
difference. "
Because the final game was
played at · the Soccer Park in st.
Louis, Brown had most of his family
at the game.
"It was like playing in front of a
home crowd," he said.
Brown, who is the youngest of

eight children, comes from a soccer
family , Three of his brothers play
the sport now, one in the Budweiser
National League, and his dad played
when he was younger,
And one of Brown's uncles was a
member of the last Kutis team to
win a national champioship, which
was 29 years ago.
" My family has helped me pretty
much," he said. "I guess it runs in
the family. "
" We (my brothers and friends)
would go t o the schoolyard and just
play soccer. We would have some
great game, "
The Riv ermen have had some
great games too this season as they
have tied a school record by winning
11 in a row,
Coming to an end on Saturday,
Oct. 18 , was Brown's streak of scoring one goal in seven straight
games. Th at streak tied the school
record that was set by Steve Moyers
in 1975.
" I would have liked to have broken
the record , but at least we still won ,"
The
Rivermen
beat
SIUEdwardsville 1-0 when Brown' s

Netters Top 20-Win Mark

.

at 1:15 p.m., SIU-Edwardsville at
2:15, and Was hington Universtiy at
3: 15. Th e quad will serve as an important sounding board for charting

by Dave Brown
sports editor

The volleyball team pushed past
the 20-victory plateau for the first
time since 1982 with two victories
.ast week.
The Riverwomen came back to
defeat McKendree College 16-14,
15-6 after losing to Southeast Misiouri State University 12-15, 10-15
for their 20th victory.
Not everything went smoothly for
the squad, though, as Sharon
Morlock, who has been the key to
ftnany UMSL wins, went down with
an injury in the second game against
SEMO.
Morlock will probably not see
. ction this weekend and the loss will
be fe lt by the team,
"It hurts because she' s our ace in
tbe hole," said UMSL coach Denise
. ~ilvester. " Hopefully she'll be at
full-strength by the (Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association)
playoffs, If not, we're in trouble."
Despite Morlock' s absence, the
~MSL squad posted a 17-15, 8-15,
15-12,15-10 victory over Greenville
College.
The Riverwomen turned to Anne
.. oomis to pick up the slack left by
Morlock,
"She had trouble early, then we
lowered the sets and she did fine, "
Silvester said,
~ Lynn Obermoeller started slow,

the team' s progress.
" Wa shington University is ranked
20th in the nation, so you know that
will be a tough match," Silvester
said. " It will also be important
because we'v e played them at the
beginning and the middle of the
season. It will also be important to
beat Northeast Missouri because we
face them in the first round of the
MIAA tournament."
Although the team has been successful this season, Silvester
believes they are still suffering
from a la ck of confidence from the
losing seasons of the past.
Anne Loomis

MIAA Player of the Week
but came up with some crucial kills
in the middle of the third set.
"She's hot and cold," Silvester
said. "When she clicks, she's
unstoppable. "
The Greenvile victory was a good
tune-up for this weekend' s quadmeet Saturday. The Riverwomen
will play Northeast Missouri State

"We're trying to fight a mental
attitude that we can't beat the
SEMOs and the Northeast Missouri' s," she said. " At SEMO we
looked fierce and were up 8-4, then
we looked at the scoreboard and
said we shouldn' t be doing this,"

streak was stopped,
Currently, Brown leads the Rivermen in goals with nine and gamewinners with four,
Goalkeeper Jeff Robben says
Brown is always on the go - lifting
shooting
baskets,
weights,
whatever.
" I have the highest respect for
him, " Robben said. " He wants so
much, He brings a lot out in
everybody. He' s a super plus for
us. "
This season is only Brown' s third
full season at the collegiate level ,
but he will be ineligible to play next
season for the Rivermen. Because
Brown practiced and played two
exhibition games with SLU last
year, he is ineligible to play another
season under NCAA eligibility
guidelines,
, " But we (soccer coach Don Dallas
and himself) might try to appeal it at
the end of this year, so I can play
another year, " Brown said.
Brown, who was invited to the st.
Cedric R. Anderson

See BROWN Page 8

EXPERIENCE COUNTS: Terry Brown (left) has put his experience to
good use as he has become a team leader on and off the field in his first
and unfortunately, possibly only season as a Riverman

Riverwomen
Attempt To
Extend Streak
The Riverwomen extended their
streak without a loss to seven
games and will try to continue
their winning ways as they finish
the season with three games at
home this week.
They beat Xavier 3-1 on a muddy
field Friday to improve their
record to 10-5-2, Cathy Roche
scored two goals and Kathy Guinner picked up the third UMSL goal.
Roche has seven goals on the
season to lead the team,
With the victory the Riverwomen have moved up to fourth in
the NCAA Central Region rankings . Their shot for a playoff
berth is a long one.
The Riverwomen will face the
University of Missouri-Rolla Oct.
29, Missouri Baptist Oct. 30, and
Quincy College Nov. 1 to end the
season. All games are scheduled to
begin at 7 p. m.
The Quincy game will signal an
end to the collegiate careers of
seniors Kim Clack and Karen
Guelker,

Volleyball Notes: Anne Loomis
Clack, a transfer student from
has been named MIAA Player of the
Texas A&M has an incredible goals
Week for her performance last ) against average of only 0,84, while
week. She had 30 kills, 42 assists and
Guelker is a four-time letterwin15 digs while making only six errors
ner for the Riverwomen,
in 42 attempts ,

Last Week

Next Week's Schedule

Men's Soccer

Men's Soccer

UMSL 2, Washington 1
UMSL goal-Begley

1 p.m.

UMSL at Barry University; 11/ 1,

UMSL 2, Missouri Baptist 0
UMSL goals-McAlone, Brown
Shutout-Robben

Women's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Missouri Baptist at UMSL; 10/30,
7 p.m.

UMSL 2, Louisville 0
UMSL goals-Marty, Lammert
Shutout-Clack
UMSL 3, Xavier 1
UMSL goals-Roche (2), Guinner
Volleyball
UMSL vs. Principia; 15-8, 15-6,
15-13

Rolla at UMSL; 10/ 29 , 7 p.m,

Quincy College at UMSL; 11/1, 7
p.m.
Volleyball
University/
Washington
Missouri/SIUNortheast
Edwardsville at UMSL; 11/1, 1
p.m.
Intramurals

UMSL vs. Southeast Missouri;
12-15 , 10-15
UMSL vs. McKendree; 16-14, 156
UMSL vs. Greenville; 17-15, 815, 15-12, 15-10

Basketball Free Throw Contest
for Men/Women; deadline - none,
begins Nov, 11
Basketball Hot Shot Tourney for
Men/Women; deadline - none,
begins Nov. 11
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Winning Streak Continues
b y Dave Brown
sports editor

The only thing that could have
stopped the Rivermen last week was
the weather, but they still managed
to pick up two victories and extend
their winning streak to 11 games.
A game scheduled for Saturday
night against Quincy College was
cancelled because of rain. At present, there are no plans to
reschedule the game.
The wins over Washington
University and Missouri Baptist
give the team a 12-2 record and the
winning streak ties the school
record for consecutive victories.
The teams of 1980 and 1984 also won
11 consecutive games .
UMSL welcomed Missouri Baptist to the UMSL Soccer Stadium
Thursday and sent them packing
with a 2-0 loss.
Mike McAlone opened the scoring
for the Rivermen as he headed the
ball in on a short kick from Mark
Reiter. The goal, McAlone's second
of the year, came at 12 minutes and
17 seconds.
Terry Brown scored his ninth goal
of the season, a team high, on a

penalty kick after Mike Taylor was
dragged down at the top of the
penalty area.
Goalkeeper Jeff Robben picked
up his eighth shutout of the year and
is only one short of the school record
held by both Greg McFetridge and
John Stahl.
The Rivermen received a scare
and some unexpected help in bf'ating Washington University 2-1 at
Francis Field last Tuesday. The
Bears had opened up a 1-0 lead, but
then put the ball past their own
keeper to tie the score.
The second goal came from junior
Tim Begley at 31:10. It was his first
goal as a Riverman and gave the
team the victory.
UMSL now leads the series with
the crosstown rival Bears 14-2-l.
The Rivermenmoved up from No.
18 to No. 14 in the nation in last
week's ISAN Adidas Division II poll
and are ranked fourth in the region.
The Rivermen will need to continue
to win if they are going to move
higher in the rankings and receive a
playoff berth.
The Rivermen will have their
hands full when they try to break the
consecutive wins record as they
travel to Florida to play a tough
Barry University squad.

out, I could still go to the minicamp."
But for now, Brown is looking at
the Rivermen's chances of reaching
the playoffs for the 15th consecutive
year.
" Right now, we're taking each
game one at a time," he said. "(Winning a national title) was a great experience, and I would like to
experience it again."
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Walk to UMSL!

~ FOR SALE: Two-story Dutch
~ glass windows, ceiling fans,

Colonial, stained and leaded
hardwood floors, three bed=: rooms, Roomy, updated kitchen, plus separate dining room.
"' Wood-bUrning fireplace in living room, refinished fa,mil Y
room, natural woodwork 3000 Delavan Drive. Low $70s.
McLaughlin Realty, 389-9998,
\0 ""'.............,........v.....v...v.......................v...........................................

~

The divers on the team will be
Alan Woodhouse and Chip Crow. A
year ago the team had no divers and
was forced to start each meet with a
16-point deficit.
Having more people onthe team
will provide a big boost.
"Having this many people will be
a luxury," Liston said. "We'll be able
to rest some people."
The UMSL schedule will be difficult as they face Washingotn
University, University of ArkansasLittle Rock and Milliken, but Liston
sees the competition as a plus.
"It's hard and we've got some

::

•
•

Liston sees this year as a change
from last year wben she was named
coacb after the season had already
started.
"This year it's my program," she
said. "It's different being in charge
from the beginning. I'm held
accountable."
If Mary Liston can combine ber
enthusiasm witb the team' s dedication they may make a big splash of
success.

VOTE FO R

HARRIETT WOODS

u.s. SENATE

Marketing?
A Resume Builder?

M A RKET SER VICES

want them to be embarassed about .k- }
saying they swim at UMSL."

UMSL NEEDS A PROVEN FRIEND
I WA HINGTON

Compact Discs

DIGITAL SO UND

tough meets, " she said. "1 schedule
these teams because it will bring out
our best."
Liston has set a number of goals
for the team. First, she'd like to
improve on last year's dual meet
record and also improve on the
number of people who qualified for
the finals . Also, she has set personal
goals with each swimmer, including
academic goals.
Her most important goal can' t be
measured by numbers, however.
'Td like them to finish the year
feeling good about themselves and
the program here," she said. "I don't

~)

or Audio?

from Page 7

Louis Steamers' mini-camp this
year, is conSidering a career in professional so ccer after he finishes
his education.
"It (playing professional soccer)
is something that I've always
dreamed about," he said. "But I
knew all along that I wanted to come
to UMSL. (Steamers' coach) Pat
McBride knew that I wanted to go to
UMSL, and that if things didn't work

n.

INTERESTED IN
•

BROWN

~ ~~~

UMSL split two games with Barry
a year ago. Barry posted a 1-0 victory in the championsbip game of
the Budweiser Classic, . but the
Rivermen came back to beat them
2-0 in the NCAA tournament.
Rivermen Notes: Mike McAlone
was named Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic Association Player of the
Week for his outstanding play last
week. He had the game winning goal
against Missouri Baptist to help the
Rivermen continue tbeir winning
streak.
McAlone's award marked the
third week in a row that an UMSL
player has been given the honor.
Terry Brown and Jeff Robben have
also received the award.
The game against Northeast Missouri State University, which was
postponed on Oct. 5, has been
rescheduled for Nov. 9 at 1 p.m. in
Kirksville.
The game scheduled for Nov. 8
against Southeast Missouri State
will be played Nov. 6 at 7:30 p.m. in
Cape Girardeau.

from Page 7

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1986
Paid For By Friends Of Harriett Woods

Needs ambitious
college students
to be campus
representatives
Call 1-800-223-6434
or 1-219-626-2756
9am to 9pm

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS!
The Last Day To Buy
FALL COURSE BOOKS
At University Bookstore
Will Be

November 3, 1986
After November 3 , the Bookstore w i ll not
g uarantee that the books you need for you r
c ourses wi ll be in st ock!

THANK
YOU ST. LOUIS'
The President's term ends November 2.
It's been a good season. We've
accomplished our objectives: get
St. Louisans back on the River, and
show them a good time. We hope
you've had as much fun as we have.
And we're already looking forvvard to the
1987 season. But for now, this weekend
marks the last chance to make some
waves in St. Louis this year. (After that,
we're headed for New Orleans for the
winter.)
As a special going-away present,
we're giving away free tickets for
, next year. Everyone who boards the
President during this final weekend will
receive a free ticket good for a cruise in
1987. And we've got a great schedule
this weekend:

Friday Night - Halloween Costume Party
(boarding 7PM, leaving 8PM, return at
l1PM)
Saturday Day - Ronald McDonald Day
(boarding llAM, cruise at noon)
Saturday Night - Last public evening
cruise
Sunday Day - Last public day cruise
We'd love to see you for our final
cruise of the year. And you'll get a free
pass, good anytime next season, as a
special Thank You for a great season.
Wel1 be back for another fun season in June. 1987.
For

more

information, call

621 -4040

PRESIDENT

THE
Makin' New Waves on the River.

ID~~MMIT'

MON DAY- MOVIE

~H~W'kSf

Uniq ue Comedy...
featuring ventriloquist

Wed nesday
Noon Live

J IM BARB ER
and 'SEVILLE'

STRE ETWISE

MONDAY NOVEMBER3

WED NESDAY NOVE MB ER5

12:00 Noon
University Center Lounge

THURSDAY NOVE MBE R6

11 :30 - 1 :30
University Center Lounge

12:00 Noon

The University Pro g ra m Board
is cu rrently seeking applications
• Open to all students
• Opportunities for Leadership
More information and applications are available in the
Office of Student Activities 250 University Center.

• Get Involved

•

SUMMIT LOUNG E

HELP WANTED
THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD HAS A PAID POSITION AVAILABLE FOR A STUDENT ARTIST. THE POSITIONS REQUIRES SOME
KNOWLEDGEOF BASIC LAYOUTANDDESIGN, BUTWEWILL TRAIN
HOURLY WAGE NEGOTIABLE, MINIMUM IS $3.45 Ihr. Approximately 15 Hours per week. FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES in Room 250 U.Center.
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